
Newton Elementary School
Math Lesson Plans

September 21-25, 2020

Teacher:  Mrs. Fomby

TEKS- 1.1A, 1.1B, 1.1C, 1.1D, 1.1E, 1.1F, 1.1G

Objective-   TSW explore various manipulatives that will be used throughout the year
for problem solving and justification of answers in order to learn classroom expectations
and procedures.

Bell Work-   Review math manipulatives and practice writing numbers.

Resources- YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_MVzXKfr6e8

Learning Activities- Assemble or arrange manipulatives to demonstrate counting,
grouping, sequencing, and measuring as an overview of skills/objectives to be covered
during the year.
KinderCalendar

Key Vocabulary- Manipulative, five/ten frame, dominoes, dive, linking cube, base-ten
blocks, hundreds chart, number line, non-standard measuring tools, coins, geometric
flats and solids, geoboard

Guided/Independent Practice- Students respond with manipulatives to teacher and
student generated real world math problems using the appropriate choice of
manipulatives.

Assessments-  DG-  What number comes next?
DG-  Blank 20 chart

Key Questions-   1.  How do you know what number comes after 14?
2.  What number comes before 8?
3.  Which number is larger 12 or 7?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_MVzXKfr6e8


Exit ticket-   Can you arrange the numbers 8, 4, 10, from smallest to largest?

Week at a Glance

Math
September 21-25, 2020

Monday- Review classroom rules and procedures working with
manipulatives.
Pass out worksheets and go over them with students. Demonstrate how
to do the 1st question on each sheet, do one together, if they are ready
have them finish on their own.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_MVzXKfr6e8

Tuesday-  Review of classroom rules and procedures.

What number comes next sheet.  Do this as a class, make sure to refer to
number line on desks as a resource to help students decide which
number comes next.

DG-  What number comes next?

Wednesday-   Review of classroom rules and procedures.

Color the squares and color the shapes worksheets.

Thursday-   Read the word and write the numbers and color the boxes
the correct color.  These are both reading exercises the students can
practice.  The colors and words are around the rooms for students to use
as resources.

HW-  Fill in the missing numbers

Friday-  DG-  Count to 20!

Addition and subtraction sheets.

Everyday we will go over our numbers and review how to write them!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_MVzXKfr6e8

